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Одељење историјских наука Српске академије наука и уметности посвећује 
овај број Гласа академику Милораду Екмечићу који је у њој провео више децени-
ја најпре као члан ван радног састава, да би потом био преведен у статус редовног 
члана. Академик Милорад Екмечић је био оснивач и дугогодишњи председник 
њеног Одбора за историју Босне и Херцеговине и члан више других одбора. Са 
успехом је обављао и дужност члана њеног Председништва. Академик Екмечић 
је био један од најугледнијих српских историчара, чије стваралаштво представља 
научну заоставштину немерљиве вредности. Његови радови јединствени су по 
богатој подлози која му је послужила за аналитичко расуђивање и синтетичко 
излагање. Оригинална тумачења и бриљантни закључци, исказани једноставним 
али изражајним језиком, зрачили су код њега особитом свежином.

Овај зборник садржи 33 оригинална рада и уводни рад посвећен акаде-
мику Милораду Екмечићу. Потпуна библиографија радова академика Екмечића 
објављена је у традиционалној серији библиографија угледних академика.

Редакциони одбор
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CHRISTER JORGENSEN 

“IGNITING THE EAST”

The Causes and Consequences of the 1875 Peasant Revolt                             
in Bosnia-Hercegovina1

The spark that set off the Great Eastern Crisis (1877–78), the Peasant 
Uprising of July 1875, is commonly reduced to a short passage, or a mere 
footnote in general academic studies.2 Yet the uprising is significant in its own 
right3 and goes a long way towards explaining why the Ottoman Sultanate 
failed to cling on to her Balkan provinces in the late nineteenth century.

(I) ‘REVOLT, “REFORM”, REACTION AND RUIN’: THE DECLINE 
OF THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE AND BOSNIA IN THE FIRST HALF 

OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.  

A wise old Russian proverb states: ‘The fish rots from the head down’. 
Nowhere could that description be applied with greater truth than in the Otto-
man Sultanate whose rulers in the nineteenth century all failed to undertake 

1  The main title of the articles derives from the heading of the contemporary Serbian 
paper “Istok” of 30 July/11 August 1875. 

2  In his excellent ‘Disraeli, Gladstone and the Eastern Question’ (London, 1935/1962) 
of 570 pages R. W. Seton Watson devotes only pages 16 to 24 to the ‘Bosnian Insurrection’.

3  The two main Serbian language accounts by Vaso Čubrilović (1935) and Milorad 
Ekmečić (1962) have not been translated into English. 
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serious reforms which might have saved their empire.4 At least Sultan Mahmud 
II (r. 1808–39) crushed the Janissaries and centralised the Empire. The “re-
forms” of his successors, announced with such fanfare in 1839 and 1856, how-
ever, remained ‘lifeless paper’ exercises.5 Even if the reforms were never prop-
erly implemented even in part the mere threat of improving the lives of the 
Christian populace set off several revolts in hard-line Bosnia.6 The Beys were 
lucky their own treacherous revolts did not set off serious Christian peasant 
(kmet) revolts, or that these were not supported by Serbia or Montenegro.7 
Given the tax burden8 and other impositions upon them it is surprising the 
kmets did not revolt. Instead the Porte’s problems centred upon the Beys who 
were finally crushed by Ömer Pasha Latas’ occupation of Bosnia in 1850–52. 
The Porte, however, did nothing to change their injudicious tax system.9 The 
vicious 1860 civil war in Lebanon, partly brought about by Christian anger at 
the tax system, should have been warning of what could happen to Bosnia, 
unless Christian discontent was properly addressed and alleviated.10  

4  The failure to institute secularising, modernising reforms doomed the Sultanate but to 
have done so would have undermined the Sultan’s legitimacy, in his role as Caliph, in Muslim 
eyes.

5  Seton-Watson. ‘Eastern Question’, p. 16. The description of the reforms is that of 
Stratford Canning, for twenty years the British Ambassador between 1810 and 1858, in a letter 
to the Foreign Secretary Lord Clarendon in 1856. To prop up the Sultanate the Foreign Office 
(F.O) pretended the reforms were real.

6  Noel Malcolm, Bosnia. A Short History. (London, 2002), pp. 122–124.
7  Michael B.Petrovich, A History of Modern Serbia, 1804–1918. Vol.I. (New York, 

1976), pp. 66, 125, 129–130. Kmet is the general name for semi-enserfed tenant peasants in 
Bosnia and Bey the short-hand for the Muslim nobles. Prince Miloš assisted the Sultan to crush 
the Muslim Begs’ revolt in Bosnia as his chief minister, Ilija Garašanin’s bold plans for 
expansion centred on Bosnia. See David Mackenzie, Ilija Garašanin. Balkan Bismarck. (New 
York, 1985), pp. 42, 44, 6265, 68–69. 

8 Michael Palairet, The Balkan Economies c.1800–1914. Evolution without 
Development. (Cambridge, 1997), pp. 130–1, 134. Author estimates their burden to 35–43%. 
Palairet makes an unconvincing argument for Ottoman ‘progress’ in the late Empire (1851–75), 
ignores the superior position of the peasantry in post Ottoman Bulgaria and Serbia, and quotes 
Malcolm as an ‘expert’ on Bosnia!

9 Misha Glenny, The Balkans. Nationalism, War and the Great Powers, 1804–2012 
(London, 2012), pp. 77, 79–80, 83, 89.

10  Davide Rodogno, Against Massacre. Humanitarian Intervention in the Ottoman 
Empire, 1815–1914. (Princeton, 2012), pp. 91, 93–101. Rodogno’s main purpose, seems to be 
to reduce the numbers of Lebanese Christian victims at the hands of their Muslim and Druze 
enemies. By contrast a contemporary witness Colonel C. H. Churchill, stated (1862) this 
conflict was a Muslim ‘war of extermination against the Lebanese Christians, encouraged by 
the local Turkish authorities’.
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In June 1861 the weak, ineffectual Abdülmecid died to be replaced by 
his younger brother Abdül-Aziz who was no major improvement. He was a 
poorly educated, narrow-minded Muslim bigot, described as ‘rude, vulgar, and 
hot-tempered’.11 On his unique, yet reluctant, tour of Europe in 1867 Ab-
dül-Aziz learnt only one thing: the Sultanate was in desperate need of rail-
roads.12 Yet this extravagant, vulgar eccentric picked, for once, the right man 
for post of governor or Vali of Bosnia: Osman Pasha Topal, who built roads, 
schools, set up a printing press, and superficially ‘Europeanised’ Sarajevo. 
During his short eight-year stint as Vali (1861–69) Osman Pasha did more than 
his predecessors had accomplished in eight decades. But the administration and 
judiciary remained corrupt, fanatically Muslim, and ignorant of modern juris-
prudence. Christians were ignored as witnesses and they hardly ever won a 
case against a Muslim. Osman, however, proved as enthusiastic in hunting 
down nationalist Slav ‘agitators’ as any of his more pedestrian predecessors, 
while the schools were forced to use Turkish language books.13 Osman’s seven 
successors in office managed to wreck whatever good he had done, including 
neglecting the roads Osman built.14   

In September 1860 Serbia had a new ruler Prince Mihailo Obrenović 
who, unlike his nominal Suzerain the Sultan, both looked and acted the King 
he so much desired to become. Believing he had French support, Mihailo en-
couraged a Hercegovinian uprising in 1861 led by Luka Vukalović, but when 
the fickle Louis Napoleon pulled out of Balkan adventures, the Prince was 
reluctantly forced to abandon the rebels to their fate.15 Prince Nikola I of Mon-
tenegro filled the vacuum left by Mihailo and Serbia, only to see the rebels 
crushed, and his own army defeated by the still formidable Ömer Pasha Latas.16 

11 Mesut Uyar and Edward J. Jackson, A Military History of the Ottomans. (London, 
2009), p. 176. Abdül-Aziz’s love of wrestling, chasing chickens in his Palace, and reputed 700 
concubines did not sit well with the hopes of western or Turkish liberals and the Sultanate’s 
image.

12 Charles Yriarte, Bosnie et Herzégovine: souvenirs de voyage pendant l’insurrection 
(1875–1876), (Paris, 1876), p. 111. Yriarte (1832–1898) was born to a Spanish descended family 
resident in Paris. He had been a reporter for a Paris paper (Le Monde Illustré) during the Spanish-
Moroccan War 1859–60, hence his value as an eyewitness to the 1875 insurrection in Bosnia. 

13 Malcolm, ‘Bosnia’, p. 130; Robin Okey, Taming Balkan Nationalism. The Habsburg 
‘Civilizing Mission’ in Bosnia, 1878–1914. (Oxford, 2007), p. 6. Description of courts those of 
British Consul W. R. Holmes.

14 Okey, ‘Habsburg’, p. 7. Holmes failed to address Osman’s failure to reforms courts, 
in his otherwise unstinting praise of the Vali.

15 Mackenzie, ‘Garašanin’, pp. 247–49; David Mackenzie, The Serbs and Russian 
Panslavism, 1875–1878. (New York, 1967), p. 11. 

16 Nikola signed the Treaty of Scutari (Skadar/Shköder) on 31 August 1862 without 
territorial losses.
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Mihailo, after the 1861 setback, grew more cautious about acquiring Bosnia. 
He was constantly aware of the threat the Monarchy to the north posed to Ser-
bia proper, and this Power’s growing Balkan pretentions. After the milestone 
defeat of Sadowa-Königgrätz in July 1866 the Monarchy, from 1867 ‘Aus-
tria-Hungary’, became a Balkan predator out to snatch Bosnia for herself.17 In 
1867 Mihailo met the Monarchy’s new Premier, the Hungarian Count Julius 
Andrassy, who offered Bosnia in return for Serbia’s submission to Imperial 
‘protection’. It was a tempting, but humiliating and dangerous, proposition 
which Mihailo wisely declined.18 In reality Andrassy was a mendacious plotter 
out to make Bosnia a Habsburg19 possession. In November 1867, by replacing 
Ilija Garašanin, a reputed ‘Russophile, with Jovan Ristić, to steer Serbia’s for-
eign policy, the Prince signalled Serbia’s new ‘Austrian alignment’. In reality 
this ‘change’ was more one of persons than policies, as Ristić shared his pre-
decessor’s obsession with Bosnia and mistrust of the Monarchy.20 The only 
difference was that the penny-pinching Ristić refused to ‘bribe’ the Bosniaks 
into supporting unification with Serbia. 21 In 1868 Benjamin Kallay, cut from 
the same Magyar cloth as Andrassy, took up the post of Imperial Consul in 
Belgrade, hoping to bribe Serbia with Bosnia, to remove her from Russian 
influence.22 Kallay wrote (1870) that Bosnia was ‘the sensitive point for all 
Serb politicians, the centre round which all their desires and hopes have long 
turned’.23 Kallay’s analysis was correct and Ristić fell for his bait. In Septem-
ber 1868 Ristić presented a bold, overly clever diplomatic plan. In return for a 

17  Mackenzie. ‘Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, p. 11; Glenny. ‘Balkans’, p. 123. 
18 Mackenzie. ‘Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, p. 13. Bosnia was Ottoman, not 

Habsburg, so one can wonder how Vienna was to prise this strategically and symbolically 
important province out of the Sultan’s grasping hands, and then turn it over to Serbia? The sheer 
complexity of this delicate and dangerous operation precludes that it was seriously meant, and 
furthermore, if Vienna got its hands on Bosnia, it would surely not give it up to a supposed 
minion.  

19 The ‘Monarchy’ seems a sensible shorthand for this complex, and many named, realm 
of indeterminate identity.

20 David Mackenzie, Jovan Ristić. Outstanding Serbian Statesman (New York, 2006), p. 
52, 67. 

21 Edin Hajdarpasić, Whose Bosnia? Nationalism and Political Imagination in the 
Balkans, 1840-1914. (Ithaca, 2015), p. 108. Ristić is supposed to have told Mihailo’s chief 
agent in Bosnia, Niko Okan, that “If we have to buy off the Bosniacs with ducats for their 
patriotism and their liberty – then you can have such a Bosnia!” I reserve judgement on this 
source of which I have written a critical review article for a Serbian journal. 

22 Okey. ‘Habsburg’, p. 18.
23 Seton-Watson. ’Eastern Question’, p. 18. Kallay to Count F. F. Beust, 6 July 1870. 

Beust was a Habsburg diplomat and stalwart of the Ballhausplatz (Austrian Foreign Office) 
establishment, who seemed to have shared Kallay’s ambitions for Imperial dominance over 
Serbia.

Christer Jorgensen
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greatly increased tribute and the Sultan’s continued suzerainty Bosnia and Ser-
bia were to be united.24 

(II) ‘LULL BEFORE THE STORM’: 1870–1874 

By 1871 Abdül-Aziz’s corrupt Court faction and the reactionary Muslim 
clergy, were in charge of the Ottoman government.25 As Constantinople’s ru-
mourmongers convinced themselves that the Sultan was mad second Ibrahim 
the Sot 26, spending and borrowing spiralled out of control.27 Fatal weaknesses 
at the top in Constantinople went hand in hand with growing signs of disinte-
gration in that most troubled of Ottoman frontier provinces, Bosnia. A search 
in the Trebinje region unearthed ominous preparations for a large scale revolt.28 
But the Turks had even more reason to watch the Muslims, as they had a prov-
en track record of rebellion, and had become ever more antagonised by the rise 
of a Serb (and Jewish) middle class that dominated Bosnia’s trade and econo-
my. Their rise to wealth and potentially therefore to power and influence, was 
an affront to Muslim sensibilities and ideas of the ‘natural’ social pecking or-
der. In May 1871 a Muslim mob marched on the site of a new and imposing 
Orthodox church being built in Sarajevo. The mob was led by the local Muslim 
firebrand ‘Hodža’ Lojo. Ottoman troops made short shrift of Lojo and his sup-
porters.29 However, Lojo’s mob did not give up. The Bosnian Muslims viewed 
Sarajevo, the ‘Damascus of the North’, as ‘their’ capital and the rise of the 
Serbian middle class as a challenge to their increasingly threadbare claims to 
supremacy. The bell ringing simply added insult to injury. Lojo and his mob 
leaders, therefore, planned a general massacre of Sarajevo’s Orthodox at East-
er 1872.30

24 Mackenzie.’Ristić’, p. 65–66. Ristić was for much of the 1860s Serbian Diplomatic 
Agent and Consul in Constantinople, so presumably knew all the torturous and corrupt channels 
of politics of the Porte, Seraglio and Palace.

25 Joan Haslip, The Sultan. The Life of Abdul Hamid II (London, 1975), p. 37; M.Sükrü 
Hanioglu, A Brief History of the Late Ottoman Empire (Princeton, 2008), pp. 109–110; Fuad 
Pasha had died in 1869 and Ali Pasha, another Ottoman statesman who passed for a ‘liberal 
reformer’, died in 1871 paving the way for the disasters that were about to unfold in the Sultanate.  

26 Haslip. ‘Sultan’, p. 58. The Sultan was neither mad nor a drunk, but he gave way to his 
more base impulses, such as spending £t 1,000,000 on his favourite concubine, a 17 year old girl!

27 Glenny. ‘Balkans’, p. 111
28 Hajdarpasić.’Bosnia’, p. 111. The Turkish patrol founds seven thousand pairs of boots!
29 Robert J. Donia, Sarajevo. A Biography (London, 2006), pp. 33–34. 
30 Arthur J. Evans, Through Bosnia and the Herzegovina On Foot During the 

Insurrection, August and September 1875. (London, 1877), pp. 247–249. The build could take 
place because it had the Sultan’s permission, was part financed by generous Russian donations, 
and was under the close supervision and protection of the Consuls in Sarajevo.
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On 8 March 1872, Freeman, the acting British Consul in Sarajevo, re-
ported that Lojo was back and had gathered 1,500 local Muslims at the Begovo 
mosque with the support of that mosque’s imam, Hadj Kaioukgce. Their stated 
aim was to stop the bell ringing. Fearing Muslim violence the Serb Orthodox 
had already reduced the size of the bells’ clappers. The Vali assured a sceptical 
Freeman that he could control the mob but pointed out that most of the garrison 
were unreliable Bosnians. Freeman was sceptical as he viewed the Vali as 
weak.31 The mob marched on the Vali’s residence to demand presumptuously 
an end not only the bells but the entire church construction. The Vali, an Alba-
nian by the name of Akrif Pasha, showed few signs of ‘weaknesses’ as he told 
the bigoted imam (who was about to quote the Koran): ‘Silence you donkey!’, 
pointing out that this sanctimonious hypocrite would ring those bells himself, 
if paid enough.32 To prevent mob action Akrif Pasha closed Sarajevo’s taverns 
and wine-shops, forbade bell ringing, and declared, for good measure, marshal 
law.33 There was no massacre but Lojo remained at large to cause trouble.

The ‘Church Affair’ of 1872 brought home, or should have, to the Porte 
the huge problems in Ottoman rule of Bosnia. The province was of great stra-
tegic value but it was distant, at the end of extended, poor land communica-
tions, practically landlocked, vulnerable to Habsburg and Slav ambitions, and 
fatally divided by mutually hostile religious-national groups. To achieve a 
United Principality of Serbia-Bosnia the Serbs, on their part, faced a funda-
mental dilemma: how far should they go to placate the hostile Bosnian Mus-
lims?  A minority believed reconciliation should be sought at any price. Most 
Serbs, however, probably agreed with Colonel František Zach’s conclusion 
(1844): “I have to find anyone who has a trusted friend among the Turks of 
Bosnia”.34 The Serbs, not least Ristić, realised what huge problems acquiring 
and absorbing Bosnia posed. Kallay was back in the autumn of 1870 with a 
plan to divide Bosnia: two-thirds to Serbia and the rest to the Monarchy. (Back 
in 1868 Serbia had been offered the whole of Bosnia for herself). Ristić was 
not impressed and complained to the Russian Consul Kartsov, that their com-
mon, implacable foe (Austria-Hungary) worked secretly to foment a revolt in 

31 PRO. (Kew) FO 195/950. Freeman to Rumbold, 8 March 1872. As Consuls in the 
Ottoman province of Bosnia the Sarajevo Consulate served under the British Embassy in Pera 
in Istanbul, whence it sent its despatches, and if these were important enough they were passed 
on to London. Only if the Embassy was unmanned by an Ambassador or chargé d’affaires, or 
if the situation was critical, did the Sarajevo Consulate send its reports directly to the F.O. in 
London.

32 Malcolm. ‘Bosnia’, p. 131. Surprisingly enough, given Malcolm’s well-known pro-
Bosnian propagandistic work, he describes the Begova imam as ‘bigoted’.

33 Evans. ‘Through Bosnia’, p. 249.
34 Hajdarpasić, ‘Bosnia’, p. 177.
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Bosnia, which the Monarchy would use as a pretext to occupy and annex the 
province. 35 Ristić’s well-founded suspicions proved all too prophetic.

The Habsburg Empire had, and continues to have in certain quarters, an 
undeserved reputation as a moderate, unaggressive power and upholder of Eu-
ropean peace, that it does not deserve. In 1815 when the Monarchy occupied 
the Venetian province of Dalmatia 36, it viewed Bosnia as Dalmatia’s ‘natural’ 
hinterland. The Monarchy convinced itself that it had an Imperial mission to 
‘civilise’ the benighted Balkans. Bosnia would, the ‘colonial’ lobby in Vienna 
claimed, find ‘stability, development, and...prosperity’ under Habsburg rule.37 
That was a bold claim that was never truly realised under the Habsburgs. Fur-
thermore, by what right did a non-Slav power with no prior or natural claim to 
Bosnia, invade, occupy, or annex the province? 1853 the Dalmatia’s Military 
Governor, General Wagner, backed the Imperial consuls in Bosnia to propagate 
energetically for annexation among the “receptive” Bosnian Croats. If the 
Monarchy was to seize Bosnia they would be up against a major judicial prob-
lem since it had in a Paris Treaty of 1856 agreed to protect the territorial integ-
rity and independence of the Sultanate.38 This international commitment did 
not seem to have bothered the Monarchy’s statesmen in the least. In September 
1873 the British Consul in Bosnia, W. R. Holmes39, accused the Imperial Con-
sul in Banja Luka, of stirring up the region’s Christians against the Turks and 
Muslims. Although Holmes was prone to jump to the Turks’ defence in all 
circumstances, and see conspiracies were there were none, his suspicions this 
time could not be dismissed out of hand. The Consul in question had invited 
Benjamin Kallay, in June 1872, to go on a three week long tour of Bosnia. The 

35 Mackenzie. ‘Ristić’, p. 74. By 1875 she was to offered scraps from the Monarchy’s 
Bosnian feast, and at Berlin 1878 she got nothing. 

36 Dalmatia, Istria and Venice’s Italian mainland provinces were exchanged for the 
Imperial Netherlands (“Belgium”) which went to the newly created United Kingdom of the 
Netherlands under Dutch rule.

37 Peter M. Judson, The Habsburg Empire. A New History (London, 2016), p. 321. 
Having read the book, well-written and interesting though it was, from cover to cover I have 
found nothing new. Judson is too rose-tinted about this autocratic Police state riddled with stale 
bureaucracy, corruption, and incompetence, as epitomised by its rule of its only ‘colony’, 
Bosnia. 

38 Mihailo Stojanović, The Great Powers and the Balkans 1875–1878 (Cambridge, 
1968),  pp. 1, 9, 29; T. W. Riker, The Making of Roumania. A Study of an International Problem, 
1856–1866 (London, 1931/1971), p. 71. On 15 April 1856, after the signing of the Paris Treaty 
proper with Russia (March), Britain, France and Austria signed a separate tripartite treaty 
guaranteeing to uphold the territorial integrity and independence of the Ottoman Sultanate.

39 William R. Holmes (1822–1889): born Ulster, married to a Maltese, long serving 
British Consul in Bosnia and for political reasons knighted undeservedly on 13 August 1877 as 
an insulting correction against the Slavophile liberals and Gladstone.
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purpose, claimed Holmes, was to meet Habsburg agents in the Vilayet. The 
Turks demanded, in vain, the objectionable diplomats be removed and the Vali 
believed the Monarchy was stirring up trouble. Holmes concluded the Monar-
chy was trying to annoy and embarrass Turkey as much as possible.40 As if to 
confirm Holmes suspicions of Imperial bad intentions towards Ottoman Bos-
nia, thirty Banja Luka merchants complained to the Consul about their treat-
ment by the local Turkish authorities and the city’s Muslims, and demanded 
the Monarchy’s intervention.41

The Sultanate, a semi-medieval relic, faced dire trouble by the early 
1870s. Her dwindling number of supporters in Britain pointed out, with grow-
ing desperation, any and few, signs of pretended ‘modernity’, such as the rail-
way building in the Balkans: some 1,280 km by 1874. 42 Turkey’s many detrac-
tors pointed out that was unimpressive for a State of the time and smacked of 
“too little, and too late”. Construction was exorbitantly expensive, requiring 
more loans, and by 1874 the Sultanate owed British banks alone £200,000,000, 
of which the Turks had only spent only one tenth on the economy, including 
the precious railway projects in the Balkans. By this date half of the State’s 
revenue was spent on paying off the loans and interest payments. 43 Turkey’s 
situation was growing precarious, and rested on a single, dangerous assump-
tion that the years of mid-century boom would continue indefinitely. The bub-
ble burst on 9 May 1873, when the Vienna Stock Exchange (“Wiener Börse”) 
collapsed.44 Marginal to the western dominated world economy of the 1870s, 
and weak even at the best of times, the Ottoman Sultanate was especially hard 
hit by the new depression, which saw the Turks shunned by their banker 
‘friends’, while the Sultan’s authority collapsed with those of the Empire’s fi-
nances.45 As Turkey fell headlong into the Great Depression, would her Euro-
pean neighbours seize Bosnia? Vienna hoped that a military stroll to Sarajevo 
would bolster her sagging prestige and reduced standing in Europe.46 Serbia 
was, sensibly enough, far more cautious. None more so than its ruler, Prince 

40 PRO. FO 195/1031. Holmes to Elliot, 28 Sept. 1875.
41 Stojanovic. ’Great Powers’, p. 14
42 Yriarte, pp.109–110, 113, 117. This length of track was unimpressive considering that 

Baron Hirsch had been granted a concession to build twice as much in 1869 and when one looks 
at the sheer extent of the Ottoman occupied Balkans in the early 1870s. This length of track 
included the 10 km long Doberlin line to Banja Luka which gave Bosnia a single, precarious 
direct link with Europe.

43 Glenny. ‘Balkans’, pp. 89–90.
44 Allan Palmer, The Decline and Fall of the Ottoman Empire (London, 1992), p. 138.
45 Glenny.’Balkans’, p. 100.
46  Judson.’Habsburg’, p. 321.
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Milan,47 who saw any Balkan (mis)adventure as a deadly threat to his precari-
ous grip on the Princely throne. Ristić, deeply mistrusted and disliked by Mi-
lan, still hoped to gain Bosnia through peaceful diplomatic means. But to do 
so Serbia needed Russia’s support and this was not forthcoming as their special 
envoy to St. Petersburg, Milorad Protić, was told by Stremoukhov of the Im-
perial Foreign Office’s Asiatic Department, in no uncertain terms. This was not 
the time for Serbian ‘adventures’ in Bosnia, the Russian told Protić.48 When it 
came to ending five centuries of Ottoman occupation in the Balkans, in favour 
of the occupied Orthodox nations, the time was never right for the Powers.

In early 1873, 24 Christian merchants from northern Bosnia, fearing the 
Bosniaks would massacre them fled across the Save for protection. Safely 
there, they then presented the Monarchy with a Memorandum protesting their 
precarious position and unbearable situation in Turkish occupied Bosnia.49 
Their headlong escape and memorandum would serve Habsburg propaganda 
and plots well.50 Obviously the refugees, with much to lose, had good, solid 
reasons for their flight. The ardent Turcophile Holmes was not convinced. He 
had to admit though to the truth that the northern Bosnian Muslims hated the 
rich, successful Serbian merchants. But Holmes claimed, unconvincingly, the 
Serbs’ complaints were “exaggerated” due to inflamed ‘local’ conditions. 51   

Holmes’ standard, almost clichéd, explanation of any Christian discontent, or 
hints of real or imagined revolts in Ottoman occupied Bosnia, was that this due 
to Serbian-Montenegrin and/or Habsburg troublemaking against his “tolerant, 
benevolent, and ever generous” Turco-Muslim friends.52 That was as uncon-
vincing an argument as was his claim the Muslim culprits had attacked the 
merchants, because some “brigands” had attacked a local Muslim’s farm and 
kidnapped his wife. 53 Holmes did not present any proof these supposed/pre-

47 His cousin Prince Mihailo had been assassinated in June 1868 and he had been 
declared Prince but during the next four years he was forced to endure a regency led by none 
other than Jovan Ristić who did not endear himself to the mercurial and proud Prince by his 
cold, aloof conduct and treatment.

48 Mackenzie.’Ristić’, pp. 74–75, 77, 81.
49 Stojanović, pp. 14–15.
50 Malcolm. Bosnia, pp. 131–132.
51 `Local` conditions which were the same right under Holmes` nose in Sarajevo or in 

Mostar where the British Vice-Consul resided or any other part of Bosnia-Hercegovina.
52 Holmes presents no proof for his claims.
53 Holmes` arguments and defence of the Bosniak`s actions are weak in the extreme. 

Both he and the Muslims made an unproved assumption the unidentified `brigands` and 
kidnappers were Orthodox (Serb). Yet how could this be any sort of justification for a brutal 
attack upon the north Bosnian Serb merchants? How, and based on what proof, were these 
linked to the kidnappers? No. This was based on the usual Bosnian assumption that the misdeeds 
of one, or a group of miscreants, justified collective punishment of their co-religionists. In this 
case it was the Muslims applying this “logic”to an unpopular group of prominent, wealthy, and 
self-assertive Serbs with no proven links with the real culprits. 
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tended brigands were Serb-Orthodox or that they had any proven links with the 
merchants. Only if the Serbs, as a nation, were deserving of brutal, collective 
punishment by their Muslim enemies and occupiers could this be an excuse or 
explanation. Holmes had to admit the local Turkish authorities always took 
sides with the Muslims against Christians, whose complaints went unanswered. 
Holmes claimed the Vali was a `good` man (he have only his dubious word for 
that) but also venal and selfish. Lacking the Porte’s backing against the Muslim 
Bosnians, the Vali did nothing. As for his vaunted ‘tour of inspection’ of north 
Bosnia, it would be quite pointless as the local officials would ignore any com-
plaints, criticisms, and claim there was no foundations for Christian com-
plaints, as they always did.

 Holmes had to admit in his conclusion the situation in Bosnia was clear-
ly unsustainable: `How these things are to be prevented... it is difficult to im-
agine as long as all his [the Vali`s] subordinate agents throughout the Vilayet 
are... the ordinary Turk 54, that is to say venal, ignorant, fanatical and untruth-
ful`.55 Holmes foray into lucid criticism and the reality of Turkish rule, and 
Muslim conduct, in Bosnia, proved short-lived. In his despatch of 12 January 
1874 he dismissed, as unfounded rumours, that Bosnia would declare inde-
pendence when Abdül-Aziz died. Then, true to form Holmes indulged in Slav-
ophobic prejudices and statistical falsehoods. He claimed the Serbs hated the 
Croats more than the Muslims, were fewer in numbers than the Muslims, had 
no political ideas of any sort due to their ‘dulled intellects’ [!], and would need 
outside support if they revolted. 56 None of these Holmesian ‘facts’ were true. 
If 1873 was a year of bad omens then 1874, with failed crops across Bosnia, 
was far worse for a country where four fifths of the population depended for 
survival on agriculture. But the full impact of a failed harvest was felt in 1875.   

54 N. B. Holmes is here referring by ‘Turk’ to the indigenous Bosniak Muslims, and not 
to Anatolian Turks. 

55 PRO. FO 195/1031. Holmes to Elliot, 3 March 1873.
56 PRO. FO. 195/1031. Holmes to Elliot, 12 January 1874. Holmes` ignorance of 

Bosnia-Hercegovina, in particular that of the Serb-Orthodox Bosnians was monumental. So was 
his arrogance, false assumptions, and his often preposterously pro-Muslim and Turcophile 
postulations, exaggerations, claims, and downright propaganda. The F.O. could not have picked 
a less suitable man for this sensitive, complicated and, soon to be, crucial diplomatic post. His 
claims about numbers in Bosnia are based on, as he probably knew, blatantly false Ottoman 
records. Evans ‘Through Bosnia’ (p. 267, fn. 2) quotes official statics as follows: a total 
population of 1,216,846, of whom 576,756 (47.4%) were Orthodox (Serb), 442,050 (36.3%) 
were `Turk` (Bosnian Muslim) and 185,503 were `Latin` (Croat Catholic) constituting 15.2% 
of the population [`Others` (including the Jews) amounted to 12,537 people or 1.03% of the 
population]. 
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(III) THE GREAT REVOLT: BOSNIA AND HERCEGOVINA          
IN 1875. 

As if the failed 1874 crop was not bad enough, on 2 April 1875, Holmes 
reported the winter held Bosnia in its iron grip preventing the life-saving spring 
sowing.57 That late winter chill extended into the corridors of power. Due to the 
Russian conquest of Khiva (1873), arousing unfounded British fears for India, 
Anglo-Russian relations (never warm) were decidedly chilly by early 1875.58 
The chill turned decidedly “hot” when Bismarck unleashed his unprovoked 
attack against France on 9 April with an article in his mouthpiece the `Berlin 
Post` entitled “Is War in Sight?”. He was rapped across the knuckles by both 
Queen Victoria and Tsar Alexander II. The thwarted war mongerer vowed re-
venge on Russia.59 All this dangerous Bismarckian sabre rattling and plotting 
made for excellent background noise and distractions away from the Monar-
chy`s Balkan plots. 

On 28 January 1875 Francis Joseph called a secret meeting in Vienna to 
discuss (ominously)... `the rectification of our South-Western frontier`. In oth-
er words the long-desired occupation of Bosnia where, as Archduke Albert put 
in vulgarly, the Monarchy would `eat the meat and leave the bones to others`.60 
Serbia and Montenegro (the `bone eaters`) could have, on sufferance, a minor 
share but Dalmatia`s security was paramount argued the Emperor.61 Francis 
Joseph`s uncharacteristic urgency and unprecedented month-long stay in Dal-
matia in May 1875 combined, were clearly indicative of Habsburg designs 
upon Bosnia.62 In Dalmatia, Francis Joseph spent much time receiving delega-
tions of Bosnian Christians complaining about real and imagined Turco-Mus-

57 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 2 April 1875.
58 Seton-Watson. `Eastern Question`, p. 5–6. On 19 February 1875, Sir Robert Cecil, 

Lord Salisbury, dismissed a Russian invasion of India, as... “a chimera”.
59 Ibid., p. 8–14. Admirers of Bismarck have claimed most unconvincingly that others 

have made too much of Bismarck’s threats. I believe these were seriously meant because this 
aggressor, who had unleashed three wars in nine short years, was worried at France’s rapid 
recovery. I therefore believe that Bismarck’s reputation as a ‘peacemaker’ and a statesman is 
exaggerated. 

60 Stojanović. `Great Powers`, p. 33–34 – Albrecht was the leader (one of several) of the 
“Military Party” at Court and wanted a swift, unilateral occupation of Bosnia.

61 Ibid., p. 34. One can wonder how Habsburg occupied Dalmatia had coped for 60 years 
without Bosnia? 

62 Glenny. `Balkans`, p. 103. This author calls Habsburg manoeuvring `dishonourable`. 
Yet one should not forget that the Turks were alien occupiers of Bosnia, as much as the Austro-
Hungarians later on, and had conquered Bosnia by brutal force of arms in the 1400s and 
maintained their rule with repression and equally brutal means against a Christian majority 
population.
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lim misdeeds, while his military stirred the pot of revolt.63 Dervish Pasha, the 
Bosnian Vali, called on the Emperor at Dubrovnik64 seemingly unaware, or 
unconcerned, at the provocation and subversion involved with Francis Joseph’s 
prolonged Dalmatian sojourn.65 Even more suspicious, and hardly a coinci-
dence, was the fact the uprising actually began on 3 July (21 June O.S) 1875 
in two Croat Catholic villages close to the Dalmatian border: Popovo and Gab-
ela.66 Gabela was on the actual Dalmatian border, with an entirely Croatian 
(Catholic) population.67

Did the Christian tenant peasant or Bosnian `kmet` (de-facto serf) have 
good cause to revolt against Turco-Muslim taxes and tithes? One can only 
conclude, after even the most cursory glance at the facts, that he did. He had 
no land of his own although he worked the soil for a demanding, harshly arro-
gant Muslim landowner, who often enough abused his powers. The kmet lived 
on the margins of a primitive, agricultural medieval-style and feudal economy 
in an infertile, mountain country with a harsh climate. Irrespective of the crop, 
he was obliged to surrender to the Sultan and the Muslim estate-owner 44–50% 
of his harvest or income.68 The kmet paid... `a state tithe of 12.5 per cent on all 
cereal crops, maize, hay, cabbage, potatoes, fruits, vegetables, must and tobac-
co; an excise tax of 10 per cent on wine, brandy, and tobacco; taxes on land, 
houses, and pasturage; a cattle tax; a small animal tax... a hog [pig] tax; a labor 
tax; and if he was a Christian, a poll tax`. Furthermore, he had to pay a third in 
tithe to the landlord on those crops he paid the state tithe; and provide the State 
and the Muslim landlord labour duty (corvée) without payment.69 Of all the 
exactions imposed by the Muslim Begs the corvée was seen as especially hu-
miliating.70 No wonder then that the Begs, backed by Zaptieh guards, met with 
resistance in January 1875, when they began to collect their third in tithe on 

63 Stojanović. `Great Powers`, p. 34. The Emperor had informed General von Mollinary 
he would command the Habsburg invasion (occupation) army.  

64 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 2, 15 April 1875.
65 Evans, p. 337, N. B; In a 27 year reign (by 1875) Francis Joseph had never set foot in 

Dalmatia, so why now in May 1875 did he do so, if not to assist in Habsburg plots to annex 
Bosnia?

66 Mackenzie. `Serbs and Russian Panslavism`, p. 30.
67 Otto Blau, Reisen in Bosnien und der Hertzegovina (Berlin, 1877), pp. 43–44. There 

was one single Muslim household there to 500 Catholic ones.  
68 Peter F. Sugar, Industrialization of Bosnia-Hercegovina 1878–1918 (Seattle, 1963), 

p. 11. (Franciscan father Paskal Buconijić estimate).
69 Ibid., p.10.
70 Vladimir Dedijer, The Road to Sarajevo (London, 1967), p. 33. The worst part was 

the opportunity for the Begs to molest the Kmets` womenfolk working alongside their men.
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the depleted grain crops.71 In central Hercegovina, including the Nevesinje 
region, villages were abandoned and where they were not the Zaptieh `robbed, 
beat, and imprisoned` any kmet who evaded, or resisted, the tax collection.72 
To deflect the Consuls` criticism the Vali appointed a so-called `Commission`, 
and gave `tax relief` in `certain areas of Hercegovina.73 Naturally, the `Com-
mission` found no cause for complaint. Holmes, following the Turcophile lines 
of the FO and his own prejudices, was no doubt satisfied with these “findings”. 
Holmes’ reporting was a serious dereliction of his most elementary diplomatic 
duty (i.e. telling the truth and observing the most basic and decent impartiali-
ty), and showed clearly how unfit he was for his post as British Consul in 
Bosnia. He could not even speak or understand Serbo-Croat, held openly prej-
udiced, false, and derogatory views of the Christian Bosnians, who after all 
constituted a majority of the population, while his actual knowledge of Bosnia 
was quite poor.74

The common academic consensus is that the July uprising (ustanak) was 
a genuine peasant revolt.75 In the Turkish accounts the peasant-brigands of 
Nevesinje attacked a `peaceful` civilian Muslim convoy on 9 July 1875.76 Yr-
iarte rejects the Turkish claim: Nevesinje was attacked by Zaptiehs.77 The peas-
ant revolt, whatever its actual source of origin, soon turned into a fearsome 
civil war,78 worsened by the unleashing of the Muslim “Bashi-bazouks”.79 To 
Holmes the Nevesinje revolt, leading to Turkish ‘retaliation’, was the Serb 
peasants’ own fault. A view he based entirely on the unverified and onesided 
claims of the Vali who stated, among other things, the rebels had intimidated 
and even killed those who did not join the uprising. But even Holmes saw the 
injustices of the Turkish tax “system” and concluded, sanctimoniously: `There 

71 Dedijer. `Road to Sarajevo`, pp. 32–33.
72 Evans. `Bosnia`, pp. 338–339.
73 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 2 April, 18 June, 1, 10, 24 July 1875.
74 Seton-Watson. `Great Powers`, p. 30; Evans. p. 337. Holmes describes the benighted 

Nevesinje region, for example, as `prosperous` when in fact it was one of the poorest regions 
of Hercegovina. Evans, who unlike Holmes had been there, described it as a “limestone desert”.

75 Petrovich. Vol. II, p. 381; Okey, p. 22; K. Morrison and E. Roberts: The Sandžak. A. 
History (London, 2013), p. 57.  

76 Glenny. `Balkans`, pp. 103–105; Denis Vovchenko, Containing Balkan Nationalism. 
Imperial Russia and Ottoman Christians, 1856–1914 (Oxford, 2016), p. 193. If the Turkish-
claimed incident took place as stated, this should be investigated thoroughly. 

77 Yriarte. p. 253.
78  Glenny. `Balkans`, pp. 104–105.
79 Hajdarpasić. `Bosnia`, p. 105. This Bosniak scholar incorrectly refers to this 

indisciplined rabble as “troops”.  
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is no doubt these people feel oppressed and overtaxed`.80 Holmes’ despatch on 
the Nevesinje incident was one-sidedly Turkish in content, sentiment, and viv-
id accusations against the Serb rebels.81 Holmes was a willing collaborator in 
propagating Turco-Muslim propaganda, even of the most exaggerated variety, 
mainly because he wanted to believe these ‘atrocity’ stories out of his personal 
detestation for the rebels. The Vali related to the Consul, with tears in his eyes, 
that the rebels in the Trebinje region had burnt Muslims alive and roasted their 
children on spits! Evans dismissed these atrocity stories as the fertile imagina-
tion of a notorious and mendacious liar.82 Holmes was the only foreign Consul 
in Bosnia to accept the Vali`s propaganda at face value, such as a Turkish claim 
that ‘Dalmatians’ had crossed into Bosnia.83 Holmes would report this again 
and again, when in fact it was Bosnian rebels leaving the sanctuary of Dalma-
tia to rejoin their comrades in Ottoman occupied Bosnia. In contrast to Holm-
es’ turgid ‘Turkish’ reports, that of the General Report of the Consuls, blamed 
the revolt on Turkish misrule and Muslim violence against the Christian pop-
ulace.84  

The rebel and Turkish forces in Bosnia were well-balanced. The rebels 
lacked unity, discipline and experience, while the Turco-Muslims were enfee-
bled and demoralised, while their officers lacked both ability and energy.85 
Turkish weaknesses were apparent, as the rebels cut Turkish communications 
with their only useable port Klek 86; then laid siege to Trebinje, a strategic hub 
of communications in south Hercegovina, and when Pop Zerko’s četa occupied 
the Sandžak of Novi Pazar, lost contact with the rest of the Ottoman Balkans.87 
Yriarte entered a tense Banja Luka, where the unarmed Christian populace 
feared a massacre at the hands of the Muslim. There was no massacre, but the 
Orthodox Church was burnt down, and they paid a ransom of 20,000 ducats to 

80 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 2 July 1875.
81 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 9 July 1875. One of the unsubstantiated claims 

was that five decapitated Muslim bodies had been discovered in Mostar with the implication 
that this crime was the handiwork of the Serb rebels. Yet the story was not repeated and Holmes 
did not report on its conclusion again. 

82 Has not stopped the pro-Bosniak Cathie Carmichael in her `A Concise History of 
Bosnia` (Cambridge, 2015), p. 39  from using this very same `warcrimes` story undigested and 
without Evans` caveats or scepticism. 

83 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 6 August, 1875.
84 Evans. `Through Bosnia`, pp. 332, 363.
85 Yriarte, pp. 300, 302.
86 Klek, inside Dalmatia, was of course in Habsburg hands and its use by the Turks 

depended on the calculated whims of Vienna. 
87 Yriarte. pp. 253, 255, 291–3. Zerko had 2,500 men, many of them Serbs (from 

Principality), and made eloquent calls for Serbia to intervene.
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the Muslims to spare their lives.88 During 15–17 August the revolt spread to 
northern Bosnia. The rebels cut the telegraph line, and then the Novi – Dober-
lin Railroad, thus isolating Bosnia from Austria-Hungary and Europe.89 Holm-
es, who had moved to Mostar with the outbreak of the Hercegovinian revolt, 
was overtaken by events, which he blamed improbably on Serbia.90The Ger-
man Consul in Sarajevo had no truck with Holmes’ ideas that Serbia or Mon-
tenegro was behind the uprising. It was entirely the making of the Turks and 
Bosnian Muslims. 91 At Mostar, Holmes’ grasp of the unfolding revolt, and its 
causes or protagonists, grew ever more feeble. He reported, belatedly, how the 
fighting spread to the Sandžak and Bosnia proper.92 He claimed `Dalmatians` 
(Bosnian rebels) had “invaded” Bihać and the ‘Montenegrins ’had taken Be-
rane in the Sandžak.93 The revolt spread to Travnik, Gradižka fell, the Bashi-Ba-
zouks refused fight, and even the Muslims seemed on the verge of revolt94, 
reported an ever more despondent Holmes. 

The impact of the revolt was felt most profoundly in Serbia and Monte-
negro. Ionin, the Russian Consul in Cetinje, noted how the Bosnian news took 
Montenegro’s capital by surprise. Prince Nikola, opted to stay out of the Bos-
nian fray, no doubt wiser from the earlier setbacks, dismissed Nevesinje as “an 
insignificant local putsch”.95 In Serbia the ‘Omladina’ (Young Serbs) organisa-
tion had plotted for years for just such a revolt in Bosnia,96 and yet when one 
occurred without their involvement, the Omladina did not know how to re-
spond. 97   Both Serbia and Montenegro, not being involved in the uprising, 
were convinced the Monarchy lay behind the revolt.98 In fact, there was or is 
no direct evidence of any outside involvement. 99 Hoping to unleash a Serb-Bos-

88 Yriarte. pp. 128–130. 
89  Yriarte. pp. 304, 134–135, 143, 304.
90 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 28 Aug. 1875.
91 Evans. `Through Bosnia`, pp. 254–255. 
92 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 3, 10 September, 1875
93 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 25 September, 2 October, 1875.
94 PRO. FO. 195/1061. Holmes to Derby, 9, 22 October, 3 November, 1875.
95 Mackenzie.’ Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, p. 35.
96 Gale Stokes, Politics as Development. The Rise of Political Parties in Nineteenth 

Century Serbia (London, 1990), p. 46. 
97 Mackenzie.’ Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, p. 31, fn. 6. This gives valuable evidence 

that at least the Serbs were not behind the revolt.
98 Ibid., p. 31. 
99 Ibid., This is David Mackenzie conclusion. I, on the other hand, contend that Serbian 

and Montenegrin suspicions of Austro-Hungarian involvement in the July Uprising are, on 
balance, probably justified, especially in the light of the long-held plans to take the province, 
the Emperor’s visit in May 1875, following that mysterious conference in January, and that the 
uprising actually began in Gabela.   
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nian uprising in East Bosnia, Belgrade allowed three četas to cross the Drina 
unhindered. 100 Milan, under Austro-Russian pressure, curtailed further aid, 
prompting his own hand-picked cabinet to resign on 17th August. 101 In October 
Ristić’s liberal administration was also forced out for its belligerence by Milan, 
to avoid a conflict with Turkey. 102 In Russia the revolt was, if more faintly, 
heard of. Moscow gave its wholehearted support to the Bosnian cause. 103  It 
was first reported on 15th July in “Russian World” (Russki Mir), run by ex-Gen-
eral Mikhail Chernayev, an obscure publication that was read by small, 
Panslavist circles. 104 These groups were too weak, and divided, to help Bos-
nia’s cause. 105 Meanwhile, official, Tsarist Russia, in particular its diplomats 
(Kartsov, Jomini, Gortchakov, and E. P. Novikov in Vienna) warned Serbia to 
stay out of the Bosnian civil war. 106

In London, the Tory and F. O. establishment was convinced that it was 
the Slav committees which were behind the revolt. No-one believed this dubi-
ous theory more than Sir Henry Elliot, Holmes’ superior and the British Am-
bassador in Constantinople, who confronted his personal nemesis and political 
enemy, Count Nikolai Petrovich Ignatiev (the Russian Ambassador) with the 
“fact” that Russia had agents across the Balkans. ‘Yes indeed, the entire Ortho-
dox population in the Ottoman occupied Balkans were potential and actual 
sources of intelligence for Russia, and they did not ask one kopek in return for 
“spying” on their Muslim occupiers’, Ignatiev replied sarcastically. 107 Lack of 
evidence did not stop British Russophobes from damning the rebels, rubbish-
ing their cause, and damning their association Russia. One extremist argued in 
a 1876 book that the rebels were incorrigible and “barbaric”, while another 
claimed during a Parliamentary debate that with 30 million Muslims in India, 
Britain could not possibly back the Balkan Christians’ cause against the Sul-
tan-Caliph. 108 An independent M. P. pointed out in the Commons the obvious 

100 Stokes. ’Politics’, p. 75; Mackenzie. ‘Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, p. 34.
101 Stokes. ’Politics’, p. 76.
102 Mackenzie.’Ristić’, p. 31; Petrovich. (II), p. 383.
103 N. V. Tcharykov [Charykov], Glimpses of High Politics (London, 1930), p. 85.

Charykov was Russian Envoy in Belgrade in 1903.
104 David Mackenzie, The Lion of Tashkent. The Career of General M. G. Chernaiev 

(Athens, Geo., 1970), pp. 118–119, 122. 
105 Mackenzie.’ Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, p. 29.
106 Stojanović. ‘Great Powers’, p. 22; Mackenzie.’ Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, p. 

40. Joimin, Gorchakov, and E. P. Novikov in Vienna all belong to the pro-Austrian faction at 
the Russian F. O.

107 Seton-Watson. ’Eastern Question’, p. 20
108 Veska Goldworthy, Inventing Ruritania. The Imperialism of the Imagination (London, 
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truth that if Britain should not involve herself for the sake of her Indian Mus-
lims, then Russia had every right and duty to intervene in the Balkans to aid 
fellow Orthodox Slavs.109

The liberal Opposition, led by the formidable William Gladstone, did not 
for one moment share or support Tory Russophobia or moon-eyed adoration of 
the Turks, quite the opposite. Lord Russell110, was already voicing concern about 
the lack of religious rights of Ottoman Christians in March 1875.111 In Septem-
ber, after organizing rallies for the Bosnian cause, he received an official thanks 
from Belgrade in the form of an ‘Appeal’ signed by prominent Skupština dep-
uties urging Russell and his friends to organise more rallies and that their breth-
ren in Bosnia were the victims of Turco-Muslim persecution and violence.112 
Russell’s work and the Belgrade Appeal went wholly unanswered by the Liber-
al party and Parliament. It did, however, get him unwelcome attention from his 
Tory enemies. Elliot sent of a longwinded, angry, and frankly frantic twelve 
page letter berating Russell’s sterling work and claiming, again as “fact”, that 
upholding the crumbling, repressive and corrupt Sultanate was “a political ne-
cessity”!113 Elliot’s desperate letter showed how the British Turcophiles felt the 
ground slipping from under their feet, as their Muslim protégés had failed to 
alleviate the Christians’ lot in the Sultanate since 1857, when Lord Clarendon 
wrote that British public opinion would conclude from Turkish inaction ‘that 
Mohammedan rule is incompatible with civilization and humanity and can no 
longer be endured’.114 During the Crimean War Britain had been gripped by a 
short-lived case of ‘Turcomania’ which two decades later had more or less dis-
appeared. The last vapours of this delusion evaporated when, in October 1875, 
the Sultanate ill-advisedly declared a partial bankruptcy which ruined many 
small investors in Britain. 115  A month later Britain hit back by purchasing the 

109 Seton-Watson. ’Eastern Question’, p. 20.
110 Lord John Russell (1792–1878). Whig, later Liberal, politician, one of the architects 

behind the 1832 Reform Bill, Prime-minister 1865–66, was something of a radical maverick in 
British politics but he was also accused of involvement in leading Britain to war in 1856 against 
Russia and the Irish Famine (1845–52).  

111 PRO. 30/22/17A. (Russell MSS), ff. 331–2. Lord Russell to Lord Ebury, 15 March 
1875. Russell naively hoped that the persecutions might end with the intervention of Abdül 
Aziz, when the Sultan was one of the greatest reasons for the persecutions of Christians in the 
Empire.

112 PRO. 30/22/17A. (Russell MSS), ff. 340.’Appeal from Belgrade’, 7/19 Sept. 1875 to 
Lord Russell. Signed by among others Milutin Garašanin and Milorad Protić. (I extend thanks 
to Johan Åkerberg, London, for finding these papers for me).

113 PRO. 30/22/17A. (Russell MSS), ff. 346–354. H. Elliot to Lord Russell, 11 Sept. 1875.
114 Seton-Watson. ’Eastern Question’, pp. 22–23
115 Seton-Watson. ’Eastern Question’, pp. 26. Haslip naturally blames the decision upon 

the influence of Ignatiev at Court.
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bankrupted Khedive of Egypt’s shares in the Suez Canal.116 These were hardly 
actions of two old, devoted allies, but those of two fundamentally different 
powers, whose values were alien to the other, and whose actions in late 1875 
denoted an unavoidable, long-term parting of the ways. 

(IV) THE GREAT EASTERN CRISIS: 1876–1878  

Like a stone thrown into a calm pond the Bosnian revolt made ripples 
across the supposedly calm waters of European politics. By early 1876, even 
Ambassador Elliot called the Sultan, and his regime, ‘a ship without a rudder’117, 
as the violence in Bosnia escalated, threatening to drag in Montenegro.118 Atten-
tion was shifted eastwards by the ‘Bulgarian Horrors’ in April 1876 and then 
European interest escalated on 7 May when a Muslim mob in Salonika mur-
dered two European consuls. 119 Europe had by now its collective, increasingly 
critical, eyes on the Balkans, when on 28 June, Serbia and Montenegro, de-
clared war on the Sultanate. 120 Unija (Union) with Bosnia was high on Serbia’s 
list of war aims. 121 On 8 July Andrasssy met the Russian Foreign Minister 
Prince Alexander Gorchakov, at Reichsstadt castle in Bohemia, to divide up the 
western Balkans, should the Turks be defeated. Talks were held in secret, and 
as such no written records of the proceedings were kept. In the Russian version 
of the agreement Bosnia was to be divided between the Slav principalities. In 
Andrassy’s dubious version Bosnia became the Monarchy’s undivided posses-
sion. 122 The Reichsstadt Accord was premature, and proved quickly redundant, 

116 Seton-Watson. ’Eastern Question’, pp. 27.
117 Haslip. ‘Sultan’, p. 65. Prone, like some latter-day Holmes or Elliot, to blame all of 

the Sultanate’s ills upon Russian machinations, Haslip accuses Ignatiev to be behind the 
decision to declare partial bankruptcy. She, like her diplomatic predecessors, cannot provide 
any positive proof of guilt to back up her accusation.

118 Mackenzie.’Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, p. 85.
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when Serbia faltered, and then, was defeated by October 1876.123 (Yet An-
drassy’s ‘spirit’ of Reichsstadt lingered on until the Congress of Berlin). Two 
months later, the ill-fated Conference of Constantinople begun. The new, and 
young Sultan, Abdül-Hamid II, personified much that was wrong with Turkey 
and Ottoman rule combining insolence, intransigence, intolerance, and with a 
‘victory’ against a far inferior enemy, imperial arrogance as well. With the Sul-
tan, and Porte’s view, that this was unwarranted so-called ‘interference’ in what 
the Turks termed ‘internal’ matters, the Conference would fail before it had even 
begun. 124 Or as Salisbury (a rare Tory in that he disliked and distrusted the 
Turks) noted, the Conference was ‘an awful nuisance...involving sea-sickness, 
much French, and failure’.125 Sharing Salisbury’s attitude and sceptical con-
tempt for the Turks, Bismarck pointed out to the Reichstag on 5 December, that 
“den ganzen Orient” was not worth the bones of a single Pomeranian grena-
dier.126 In the middle of this, its greatest and most dangerous crisis, the Turks 
indulged in some sublimely nonsensical and self-defeating make-believe: an 
‘election’ was called to ‘elect’ a Diet, which in turn compiled, what Gladstone 
dismissed incredulously as, a ’Turkish Constitution!!!’.127 By the mere stroke of 
a pen this “Constitution” (in name only) had, in Turkish eyes, somehow “solved” 
of the Sultanate’s innumerable problems. There was therefore, declared Ab-
dül-Hamid imperviously, no need for ‘a superfluous and interfering’ Conference 
to continue its proceedings in Constantinople. Infuriated and insulted Abdül-Ha-
mid’s low tricks and arrogance, the Conference broke up in January 1878, and 
an exasperated Russia declared war on the Sultan on 24 April. The Russian 
expeditionary army crossed the Danube, giving hope of a short, victorious war, 
bringing liberation to the Orthodox states of the Balkans, and ending with Grand 
Duke Nicholas’ army occupying Constantinople. Unexpectedly stiff Turkish 
resistance at Pleven put paid to these dreams. 128

As noted, Bosnia was already half-forgotten by mid 1876. But then, on 
28 September 1876, the ‘Times’ published a shocking and sensational article 
by two British clergymen, just back from Bosnia. As they passed, very close 

123 Petrovich, (II), pp. 386, 389. 
124 Haslip, pp. 91–92. 
125 Ibid., p. 96. 
126 Sean McMeekin, Benevolent Contempt. Bismarck’s Ottoman Policy, p. 79 in Yavuz 

& Sluglett (eds), War and Diplomacy. The Russo-Turkish War of 1877–1878 and the Treaty of 
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127 Hanioglu. ‘Ottoman’, p. 118. In Kulen Vakuf it was announced that Emperor of 
Emperors (!) had summoned, at his pleasure, the seven subject kings of Europe to hear His Will 
in Istanbul! That was the staggeringly nonsensical Turkish take on the Constantinople 
Conference!

128 Petrovich, (II), pp. 392, 394.
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up, the southern bank of the Save, aboard a steam-ferry they had seen an im-
paled man outside a Turkish blockhouse. The British Turcophiles strode forth 
with immediate violent, hysterical effect to attack, belittle, and vilify the cler-
gymen. The Ottoman Ambassador in London naturally denied such practices 
existed in the Sultanate, while Holmes claimed the Turks had not practised 
their fine, old art of impalement for twenty years, and that the two clerics had 
simply been mistaken. One of the offended, who was being told by Holmes 
(who was had not been there and was an unofficial ‘Turkish’, rather than neu-
tral, or even British spokesman), that his brain and eyes (or both) were defec-
tive counter-attacked with vehemence. Reverend Malcolm McColl, a sober 
Scotsman, countered that he knew the difference between a dead man and, as 
Holmes claimed, “a stake of haricot beans fixed up to dry!” Impalement was 
not some figment of his and his colleague’s feverish imagination but had been 
confirmed by the Bosnian rebels (who were the victims in general), the Amer-
ican traveller Schuyler, the Habsburg Governor of Zagreb, Bishop Štrosmajer, 
various Habsburg border officials, Mme.Irby, and Father Odžić, and numerous 
others. In February 1876 Vice-Consul Freeman reported how the Turks had 
impaled a Christian blacksmith (Rade Buić) at Novi. Evans, in his role as cor-
respondent for the ‘Manchester Guardian’, reported in May 1877 how the 
Turks impaled another Christian (Jovan Dunjelović) at Gabella. Evan’s claims 
were backed by a local priest and the Habsburg mayor of Metković.129 Evans 
concluded, that it was extremely improbable...’that a time-honoured institution’ 
like impalement had died out in the Sultanate, the most backward, reactionary 
state in Europe.130

When the liberal Opposition began to ask cutting and penetrating ques-
tions in the Commons about the rampant Turcophilia in the FO, exemplified by 
Holmes and Elliot, they were met with Whitehall flummery, evasions, lies, 
distortions and impertinent arrogance. Mr.Bourke, one of the Foreign Secre-
tary’s Undersecretaries, relied entirely upon Holmes’ unproven, dubious ‘ex-
pertise’ to flippantly dismiss the “rumours” of Turco-Muslim massacres, mur-
ders, misdeeds, and particularly cases of impalement as tall tales spread by 
‘unemployed and needy Slav patriots’! Holmes rounded off this farrago, in a 
later despatch, by insulting Bosnia in general, by calling these sorts of “ru-
mours” typical ‘in this land of lies’!131 The Commons must have been astound-
ed at this sort of language by someone purporting to be a British diplomat. 
Evans was quick to counter on 15 May, calling Holmes’ reports the height of 

129 Seton-Watson. ‘Eastern Question’, pp. 86–7. 
130 Evans. ‘Through Bosnia’, p. 259, fn. 1. 
131 Seton-Watson. ’Eastern Question’, p. 214. 
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‘perverse ignorance and unconscious partisanship’.132 To Holmes, Evans perti-
nently pointed out, the rebellion was ‘all an ocular illusion’, yet the Consul had 
at the very same time urged the Turks to wipe out and crush that very same 
‘illusion’ with all due severity.133 When Holmes attacked Evans’ reporting and 
attacks upon himself, the ‘Manchester Guardian’ published Holmes’ despatch-
es, which were written before July 1875, and therefore highly critical of Turk-
ish rule and Bosnian Muslim misconduct against the Christian majority. After 
the revolt Holmes dismissed these very same problems as having no impact 
and no role in unleashing the revolt. Evans also exposed Vice-consul Freeman, 
who backed Holmes against Evans, with deliberately covering up Turkish and 
Muslim massacres of Bosnian Christians.134 Unprecedentedly for an undistin-
guished Consul, whose reputation was anything but respected or unblemished, 
Holmes was knighted in October 1877. It was a defiant act of pure political 
partisanship and puerile peevishness on the part of the Queen and the Disraeli 
cabinet to vindicate their own, and the FO’s Turcophile line, against the hated 
Liberal Opposition. Passed over, and having had a change of mind, Freeman 
concluded sarcastically that Holmes had been knighted for urging his Turkish 
and Bosnian Muslim friends to deal harshly (in Bosnian parlance kill) the 
Christian rebels, while Shevket Pasha was honoured by a pleased Sultan for his 
bloody repressions in Bosnia with a medal. 135Each in their own way was being 
awarded by their respective governments for crushing the Bosnian Christians 
and their hope of a liberated Bosnia.

The Bosnian rebels believed their future would be settled on the bloody 
battlefields of Bulgaria, but suddenly the capricious Monarchy closed the Dal-
matian frontier, in August 1877, enabling the Turks to crush Mileta Despo-
tović’s small army. From this moment on the Bosnian rebels were reduced to 
guerrilla fighting.136 In September the Bosnian Provincial Government made a 

132 Ibid., I would state even more strongly than Evans that there was nothing 
‘unconscious’ whatsoever in Holmes’ perversely partisan despatches. 
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136 Mackenzie. ‘Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, pp. 212–213, 214–215. 
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forlorn, unheeded call for autonomy, or Unija with Serbia.137 The Serbs, in 
particular the Bosnian rebels and refugees were vociferously opposed to a 
Habsburg occupation of Bosnia, and hoped, with a total Russian victory by 
January 1878, that Alexander II could not stomach the thought of handing over 
half a million Orthodox Slavs to the ‘tender mercies’ of the Monarchy. When 
it became clear to them that this was exactly what was about to happen, the 
Serb reaction to this Russian double dealing was one of absolute fury and de-
nunciation. 138  

The Monarchy had played a masterful game of diplomatic double deal-
ing, and had manipulated Russia into agreeing to assign Bosnia to her, through 
Russia’s manic obsession with the Straits and Bulgaria.139 By falling out with 
Serbia (no little due to Andrassy’s scheming), and gaining a port, Montenegro 
lost Hercegovina.140 At the Berlin Congress (13 June–13 July 1878) Andrassy, 
backed a focussed, well-informed negotiating team, defeated the divided, poor-
ly briefed Russians with ease. 141 On 28 June, Andrassy backed and seconded 
by Salisbury, got the Congress to agree, without a whimper of protest, to im-
posing on Bosnia an Imperial occupation, dressed up for decency, as a “protec-
torate”. 142 Clearly the Anglo-Austrian camp had triumphed over the cause of 
Russia and the Balkan Slavs, but official Serbia circles, and the government, 
feigned “satisfaction” at the outcome of Berlin. 143 Unofficial organ that it was, 
and openly belligerent and blunt, “Zastava”, voiced what most Serbs felt, and 
the paper did not mince its words about what Russia had done: the Tsar and his 
minions had betrayed the Slav cause in general, and that of the Serbs in par-
ticular, by allowing an alien, hostile Monarchy to grab Bosnia. Russia was 
simply unworthy of leadership of Europe’s Slavs and should be shunned. 144 
Ignatiev chimed in calling the cessation of Bosnia by Russia a shameful 

137 Ibid., pp. 214–215. 
138 Mackenzie. ‘Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, pp. 249, 261–2, 267–268. 
139 Mackenzie. ‘Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, pp. 299; Mackenzie. 'Ristić', p. 193. 
140 Mackenzie. ‘Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, pp. 298, 317–318. It is true that 

Montenegro made minor territorial gains at Berlin in those parts of Ottoman occupied 
Hercegovina which bordered the Principality.

141 Mackenzie. 'Ristić', p. 194. Gorchakov was in his dotage while caring and 
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crime.145 Both the crestfallen Tsar and Gorchakov called the Berlin treaty the 
darkest chapter in their lives, amplified by their enemies (Austria and Britain) 
unrestrained triumphalism. 146 Most elite Russians viewed with indifference, it 
was claimed, as the Nihilist terrorists prepared to murder the discredited Tsar. 

147 Bismarck, proud of his shabby revenge upon Russia and shoddy Balkan 
handiwork, had in fact undermined his position in St.Petersburg, and with it 
Russo-German relations for good, while he had created that dreaded ‘powder 
keg’ in the Balkans that unleashed the Great War in 1914. At least one unnamed 
Austrian got it right, as he wrote in his diary, upon hearing of the Berlin Trea-
ty: ‘To me this sounds like the first cry of the cock in the morning of a new day, 
full of blood, which will bring deep mourning to humanity’.148

(V) ‘ENDGAME’: THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN INVASION AND 
OCCUPATION OF BOSNIA, JULY–OCTOBER 1878. 

After three years of relentless scheming with one aim in mind it was time 
for Vienna occupy Bosnia with ‘a brass band at their head’.149 On 4 July the 
Vali warned the Habsburg General Consul in Sarajevo (Wassitsch) that the 
invading army would face fierce resistance. The Consul put down the growing 
resistance of the Bosnian Muslims to Panslavist agitation and went ahead with 
distributing Francis Joseph’s ‘Declaration’ to his new, most unwilling ‘sub-
jects’ of the “Protectorate”.150 Freeman reported to London in June how the Vali 
backed Bosnian, both Serb and Muslim, resistance to the Habsburg invaders.151 
Only an alien and unwanted intruder, like the Monarchy, could have united 
these two, mutually antagonistic nations, to a common cause, even if tempo-
rary and opportunistic. Unity of purpose did not mean the two nations served 
together at the front, or out of any sense of a shared ‘Bosnian patriotism’.152 

145 Mackenzie. ‘Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, pp. 275. Ignatiev seem to have forgotten 
that his obsession with Bulgaria, at the expense of Russian influence in Serbia and ability to 
keep Bosnia out of Habsburg clutches, played no little part in this particular ‘crime’.
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On 29 July 86,000 Imperial troops, in four separate columns, invaded 
Bosnia.153 Two columns were defeated and halted at Tuzla and Maglaj.154 Ob-
viously this campaign was no “stroll” to Sarajevo.155 Wassitsch, fearing for his 
life, fled Sarajevo under Bosnian escort, as the invaders burned down Brčko to 
the ground, while suffering another humiliating defeat at Ključ.156 Sarajevo fell 
on 19 August after a short, sharp battle and the Hapsburg Generalissimo, Field 
Marshal Philippović, vented his spleen upon the city’s Serb and Muslim lead-
ers for their co-religionists’ resistance to his army.157 The last resistance was 
crushed by 9 October, in the Krajina region, but it had taken three months to 
crush the Bosnians.158 On the 23rd of August the Serbian journal “Zastava” 
predicted that ‘separate flags could not long wave in Belgrade and Sarajevo’. 
It would take forty years until that day arrived and it was linked to another 
event in the winter of 1881 when former 1875 rebel Jovo Princip went out 
hunting and ended up dead under mysterious circumstances. The family was 
convinced the local Habsburg administrator was behind the assassination. At 
his trial in late 1914 Jovo’s grandson, Gavrilo Princip, did not reveal or admit 
a personal motive for his assassination of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria-Hun-
gary for his grandfather’s killing.159

In short Bosnia remained a problem for Europe, which ignored the prov-
ince at its own peril, hence the war of July–August 1914. It came back to haunt 
Europe eighty years later, when the western reaction and prejudiced reporting 
on the conflict in favour of the Bosniak Muslims, and against the Bosnian 
Serbs, evoked the malicious spirit of Consul Holmes. One can only hope that 
the West has learnt something from the mistakes, not only of a generation ago, 
but those of the 1870s as well.160 The future will tell.

153 Donia. ’Sarajevo’, p. 49.
154 Dedijer. 'Road to Sarajevo', p. 42. 
155 Mackenzie. ‘Serbs and Russian Panslavism’, p. 329.
156 Dedijer. ’Road to Sarajevo’, p. 66.
157 Donia. ’Sarajevo’, pp. 51, 61.
158 Dedijer. ‘Road to Sarajevo’, p. 66; Radusić, 'Wrong Horse', p. 187. The campaign 

saw 76 engagements and in fact used up 286,000 troops in total.
159 Dedijer. ‘Road to Sarajevo’, p. 66.
160 This article is dedicated to the memory of Serbian Bosnia’s eminent historian, 

Professor Dr. Milorad Ekmečić, and as a token of appreciation to his widow, Mme.Milena 
Ekmečić, for her many kindnesses during the author’s stays in Belgrade.

Christer Jorgensen
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Крисtер Јорgенсен

„ЗАПАЛИТИ ИСТОК“

Узроци и последице Босанско-херцеговачког устанка 1875. године

Р е з и м е

Босанско-херцеговачки устанак из 1875. године, који је подстакао избијање 
велике Источне кризе две године касније, остао је у сенци потоњих догађаја. У овом 
раду, аутор се бави Босном током кризних година и прати корене општег устанка и 
неуспех Порте да спроведе озбиљне, структурне реформе у целом Царствy, посебно 
у Босни током прве половине 19. века. Само је кратка владавина Топал Осман-паше 
(1861–69) у Босни давала обећања, иако само умирујућа, да ће доћи до стварне про-
мене у отоманској Босни. 

До почетка ’70-их година 19. века, нерешени проблеми, који су се огледали у 
репресивном, назадном пореском систему, корумпираним и обскурантским мусли-
манским судовима и отоманској бирократији, постали су акутни. Чинило се да се 
Цариград налази у стању порицања, што је био случај с муслиманском елитом у 
Босни, у погледу све већег слабљења султаната. Муслимански протест у Сарајеву од 
1871–72. године против изградње српске православне цркве представљао је рани 
наговештај будућих невоља. Такође је указивао на то да се стари поредак турско-му-
слиманске апсолутистичке супремације у Босни слама наспрам хришћанског неза-
довољства и растућег самопоуздања, нарочито међу босанским Србима.

Почетком 1873, пад бечке берзе означио је почетак пада угрожене солвентно-
сти султаната, па чак и његовог дугорочног опстанка, што је утицало на Босну преко 
сурово назадног пореског система, нарочито према хришћанским сељацима. Будући 
да је 1874. била неродна година, у намученој покрајини сазрео је тренутак за снажан 
сукоб између отоманских утеривача пореза и очајних сељака. Варница је запаљена 
насилним ударом од 9. јула 1875. на подручју централне Херцеговине, у Невесињу. 
То је био и званични почетак, премда се сматра да је устанак почео седмицу дана 
раније у Габели, на далматинској граници. 

Без обзира на стварне или скривене почетке, та босанска сељачка буна ускоро 
је прерасла у крвави и прави грађански рат, који је утицао готово одмах на две сусед-
не српске покрајине, Босну и Црну Гору, премда је био ограничен, у Руском царству, 
на мале групе пансловенских активиста. Упркос свом ограниченом утицају или ре-
сурсе на Балкану, британски државни врх, посебно Форин офис, Вајтхол и Дизрае-
лијев кабинет торијеваца, убедио је себе, без детаљнијег испитивања чињеница, да 
је побуна резултат рада наводно свемоћних славистичких комитета који су хтели да 
укину „толерантну“ турску владавину у Босни. Отоманска власт није била толерант-
на, ефикасна или бар у назнакама правична. Заправо, и српска омладина и Московски 
комитет Аксакова били су изненађени када је устанак избио.

Подједнако слабе и слабо вођене, две стране у грађанском рату нису могле 
доћи до коначног решења током тих година, те је борба почела да јењава. Године 
1876, у тренутку самоубилачке храбрости или колективног лудила, Србија (коју је 
подржала само малена Црна Гора) објавила је рат султанату, због страхова или жеља 
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за ослобођењем (или освајањем, зависно од гледишта), и претрпела је озбиљан по-
раз. Русија је објавила рат у априлу 1877, не зарад Босне, већ због Бугарске, а до 
почетка 1878. приморала је Турке да потпишу мир под изузетно понижавајућим 
условима. Босна је предата на „нежну милост“ Аустроугарске монархије, која је од 
тајне конференције одржане у јануару 1875. ковала планове да заузме Босну под било 
којим изговором, а сада је у једном дану (28. јуна 1878) била награђена протектора-
том за своје интригантско деловање. Међутим, требала су јој три месеца са знатном 
стајаћом војском и пет хиљада жртава да би умирила Босну. Та покрајина, наводно 
окупирана и „заштићена“ ради јачања безбедности Царства, на крају се показала као 
дугорочна обавеза и узрок пропасти Аустроугарске.

Christer Jorgensen


